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Andrewshook his head and told himself that he shouldn’t pin his hopes
on others.

Anything, under any circumstance, is still the only one he can rely on.
This is his experience for so many years.

He took a deep breath, and there was a faint sparkle in his eyes!

“Om—-” A

slight vibration, a cluster of flames suddenly appeared beside Jiang
Ning, directly surrounding him.

The clusters of flames were dark blue inside and red on the outside.
Leaning against Jiang Ning, they had no effect on him, as if it were
illusory.



Andrewstretched out his hands and drew several formation patterns in
the void. He was using formation patterns to build flames!

Hissing-the

formation of the pattern is successfully constructed, and the flames
suddenly popped out, looking magical.

Andrewpoured out the water from the longevity pool and floated directly
on the flames, flowing continuously, around his body, intertwined with
those flames.

If there are outsiders here and seeing such a scene, I am afraid they will
all exclaim.

Amazing!

This is completely beyond the cognition of normal people. I am afraid
that only movies dare to make this way, right?

But now Andrew can do it.

After further understanding of Zhenwen, Andrewbecame more and more
at will.

He can use formation patterns to construct everything that he can see in
daily life, even the element of flame, he can construct it in the same way.



He is like a creator, possessing the ability to describe everything, and
this ability is the formation pattern that he can comprehend from the Ji
Dao fist sheet!

“Now–” The

flame made a crisp sound, steaming the longevity pool water, filtering out
the magazines that might still exist in the pool water one by one.

Andrewwas very careful and didn’t dare to be careless. He had an idea
and was ready to try it immediately.

“Pop!”

Suddenly, the water splashed and the flame went out instantly.

“Is it still a failure.”

Jiang Ning’s face was not disappointed, but there was some excitement
in his eyes. “Is the critical point just now the best state? I should maintain
it for at least ten seconds or more.”

“Try again . …”

He didn’t give up. In his dictionary, he never gave up these two words.

Especially, after Guan Yi appeared, he also let him know a lot of things,
and now he must hurry up and make preparations in advance.



…

After coming out of Jidao Martial Arts Hall, Guan Yi didn’t leave
immediately.

He knew that someone was staring at him in secret, walking on this road
to the South Estopia, there were people from Andrew everywhere,
always paying attention to him.

Guan Yi didn’t care. On the contrary, he hoped that Andrewwould pay
more attention to himself.

“You will come to me.”

He said lightly, “But when the Demon King is ready to start, it will be too
late.”

He was anxious, but not in a hurry.

At least, it’s useless for him to be anxious before Greed Wolf knows that
they are going to betray.

Especially when dealing with people like Jiang Ning, the first time you
come into contact, Guan Yi can feel that Andrewis not easy, even
possible, not more difficult to deal with than greedy wolves. The first
@@@

this reminds him to wake up, and he must not be taken lightly, because
this is really playing with his head, if you don’t? Be careful, you may die!



Guan Yi didn’t leave the South Estopia directly, and went around,
seemingly purposefully, to walk to the Lin’s villa.

Without waiting for him to approach, many people appeared in the
distance immediately, blocking in front of the villa, maintaining vigilance.

Guan Yi smiled and didn’t want to go. He just wanted to tell Andrewthat
he knew where his family lived, knew his wife and children, and where all
those who cared were.

It’s not a last resort, and care won’t use some extraordinary methods, but
who can guarantee that when it comes to reality?

“With such a happy life, I don’t want to fight south and north, but
sometimes, I can’t help you.”

Guan Yi said meaningfully.
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He didn’t go anywhere, stood at the gate of Lin’s villa for a while, and
then left the South Estopia.

Far away.

Harrison and others are ready to fight, and they can even mobilize nearly
a thousand people in one minute!



The current South Estopia is completely a piece of iron, an iron city cast
with a human wall!

“That guy is here to threaten us.”

Harrison said, “Huh, do you really think we are bullying?”

Not to mention them, the current strength is strong, although I dare not
say that I can win, but I want to easily break their war. Array, that is also
difficult.

Not to mention, there are old urchins in the Lin family!

The old naughty boy who reinvented his life is not as strong as the
current Andrew and Greed Wolf, but it is not much different. After all, the
people who used to be are also the men who stood at the top of this
world!

More powerful than greedy wolves!

With them there, the Matthew Familywill not be in any danger, which is
why Andrewcan rest assured to continue doing his own things in the
martial arts at this moment.

Jiang Ning’s thoughts are all extracting the water from the longevity pond
with formation patterns at this moment. He knows that if he wants to
borrow the power of the heavenly palace, then this longevity pond water
is the only hope? Shan Ailu Shilu Yiluxi?.



The Tiangong has been destroyed, and it is not easy to rebuild it.

Let alone whether there is such a meaning, right now, the existence of
greedy wolves is itself a danger. It is a time bomb that may explode at
any time.

Andrewcouldn’t believe in this person, this is what the old naughty boy
has repeatedly emphasized.

Greedy wolves are not just greedy.

at the same time.

In the crypt.

Greedy Wolf was sitting in the hall, and in the empty hall, he was alone,
and he seemed very lonely.

But he doesn’t care about these.

Da da da.

There was footsteps in the distance, Greedy Wolf raised his head,
seeing Yumeng, he rarely smiled.

“You’re awake.”



Yu Meng nodded and walked from a distance, and she could feel the
loneliness of greedy wolves. I don’t know why this guy is always used to
being alone.

“I want

to go for a walk.”

She said softly, “I spent some time in the catacombs , all day in these
environments, can I go out for a walk?” She said that she was going to
the outside world. Take a look at those prosperous worlds.

Greedy Wolf looked at her with complicated eyes.

He wanted to keep this woman by his side forever, but it seemed that, at
least for now, Yumeng still couldn’t accept him. In her heart, there was
always the dead man.

“It’s dangerous outside.”

Greedy Wolf said.

“I’m not afraid.”

Yumeng said.

“Do you have to go?”



Greedy wolf said, “Then I will send someone to protect you.”

“No.”

Yumeng shook his head, “Don’t forget, I am not bad at all, and most
people can’t get close to me at all.”

Greedy wolf does. Forget about it, Yumeng itself is a master, at least
compared with these people, of course it is not as good, but compared
with other people, even some super masters, Yumeng is not weak at all.

“Well, I won’t restrict your freedom. You can go wherever you want. You
can come back anytime.”

Greedy Wolf took out a token from his arms and handed it to Yumeng,
“When needed, Just use it to find me and put it on you.”

Yu Meng took a look, did not refuse, nodded, said thank you, and turned
to leave.

Greedy Wolf was still sitting there, like a statue, always expressionless,
as if there was nothing more to make him feel emotional.

He just looked at Yumeng like that, even if he was only from behind.

“Sometimes, people can choose not to be alone.”



Yumeng took a few steps, then turned to look at Greed Wolf, “If you can
give up something, then you can become happy.”

“What to give up?”

Greedy The wolf asked.

He shook his head. He didn’t want to give up, and he didn’t want much.

“Give up those things you don’t need.”

Yumeng said, “For example, me.”


